This paper presents a method for predicting plant growth in future images from past images, as a new phenotyping technology. This is achieved by modeling the representation of plant growth based on neural network. In order to learn the long-term dependencies in plant growth from the images, we propose to employ a Convolutional LSTM based framework. Especially, We apply an encoder-decoder model inspired by a framework on future frame prediction to model the representation of plant growth effectively. In addition, we propose two additional loss terms to put the constraints on shape changes of leaves between consecutive images. In the evaluation, we demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed loss functions through the comparisons using labeled plant growth images.
INTRODUCTION
To improve plant harvesting in commercial agriculture, it is important to understand how the environmental conditions affect plant growth. Plant phenotyping is a research issue to deal with this problem in the field of agriculture (Walter et al., 2015) . Basically, a plant phenotype, which corresponds to the biochemical and physical appearance characteristics, is affected by the interactions between genetic properties and environmental conditions. Since it differs according to plant species, it is important to measure the relationship between phenotypes and environmental conditions for each plant species. To solve this problem, the development of plant phenotyping systems for various plant species has been conducted for years.
Image based automatic plant phenotyping systems have been developed owing to the advent of various types of low-cost cameras with the advance of computer vision technologies. The advantage of image based approaches has the following two aspects: they are in a non-destructive way, and also allow to continually observe plant phenotype in highthroughput (Li et al., 2014) . Traditionally, the simple structures of a plant such as height, center of mass, convex hull have been measured from the images. The recent advance of machine learning techniques such as deep learning allows pixel-by-pixel plant region segmentation in the images (Sakurai et al., 2018b) , and plant age estimation from images (Ubbens and Stavness, 2017) . In the workshop on computer vision problems in plant phenotyping (CVPPP) workshops, which started since 2014 and are organized by International Plant Phenotyping Network(IPPN) 1 , leaf segmentation and counting challenges have been organized to further activate this field. Since this field is absolutely not matured yet, only a small part of phenotypes has been clarified in the literature. Therefore, it is important to investigate further phenotyping technologies for clarifying the fundamentals in agriculture by computer vision techniques.
As a new type of image based phenotyping technologies, we propose a method for predicting plant growth from images. More precisely, the goal is to predict the shape of leaves in the future images at the pixel level from the past images rather than only predicting the size of leaves. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to model how a plant shape geometrically changes as the time passes. In the field of computer vision, a deep learning based method for learning video representation was proposed to predict future images from past images in a video (Srivastava et al., 2015) . Therefore, we tackle plant growth prediction by following the video representation lear-ning. In particular, we propose to employ an encoderdecoder architecture of Convolutional LSTM. The primary task of the encoder is to generate the representation of the plant growth from images. This representation is important for the prediction tasks because the plant growth shows large diversity depending on the surrounding environment. In order to model the diversity more appropriately, we propose two additional loss functions for the neural network to put the constraints on the plant growth model. In the evaluation, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed loss functions through the comparisons among four different settings using labeled plant growth images in the KOMATSUNA dataset (Uchiyama et al., 2017) , which contains the images of a Japanese leaf vegetable.
RELATED WORK
There are several method utilizing chlorophyll fluorescence imaging for modeling plant growth (Barbagallo et al., 2003; Moriyuki and Fukuda, 2016) . The effectiveness of the chlorophyll fluorescence imaging to identify the perturbations of leaf metabolism was demonstrated (Barbagallo et al., 2003) . Several features of seedlings that included circadian rhythm were extracted based on chlorophyll fluorescence imaging (Moriyuki and Fukuda, 2016) . They explored seedling diagnosis by applying a machine learning technique to the features. A neural network was also employed to predict plant growth (Zaidi et al., 1999) . They constructed a model of relationship between plant growth and its characteristic.
Next, computer vision techniques related to our method are summarized. Recently, deep learning based methods have achieved state-of-the-art performances in various computer vision tasks. Among them, our plant growth prediction task can be related to both visual future prediction and generative model of images as follows. For the visual future prediction, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) was used to predict future frames by learning the video representation inspired by a language modeling method (Ranzato et al., 2014) . They proposed to quantize small patches into a dictionary, and to use a language modeling method. However, it is difficult to learn the long-term dependencies with RNN. Therefore, the architecture of Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) that is an improved RNN to learn long-term dependencies of video frames was also used (Srivastava et al., 2015) . Especially, they used a LSTM encoder-decoder architecture to effectively learn the video representation. The LSTM is extended to Convolutional LSTM for effectively modeling spatial-temporal relationship of images (Xingjian et al., 2015) .
For the generative model to synthesize an image with respect to a specific target, Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) can generate highly-sharp and detailed images (Goodfellow et al., 2014) . They proposed an adversarial loss that minimized JensenShannon (JS) divergence between input data distribution and generated data distribution. A super-resolution method with very deep network was proposed (Ledig et al., 2017) . They showed that adding the adversarial loss allowed a generated image to avoid blur from a Mean Squared Error (MSE) loss. The adversarial loss was applied to semantic segmentation (Luc et al., 2016) . They presented the effectiveness of the adversarial loss even if the task was classification such as semantic segmentation without the MSE.
Several methods on the prediction tasks employed the adversarial loss to improve the prediction performance. A multi-scale network was proposed to predict a future frame (Mathieu et al., 2016) . They used the adversarial loss to obtain the prediction with the sharpness of the images. A method for separating the images in terms of the motions and the contents was proposed (Villegas et al., 2017) . They employed a LSTM encoder-decoder architecture, and showed the effectiveness of suppressing the blurring effect with such networks.
In this paper, we propose plant growth prediction network inspired by a framework on the future frame prediction. Basically, both plant growth prediction and future frame prediction share the same research topic in terms of the prediction. However, there are differences from the following two aspects. First, the plant growth prediction is an instance-wise predicting task such as growth of each leaf in a whole plant. Second, the plant growth has very long-term such as over ten days. Therefore, we investigate how the plant growth prediction benefits from the future frame prediction.
METHOD
In this section, we describe the detail of our proposed network for plant growth prediction tasks. Figure 1 illustrates the overview of our network architecture. Our method is based on a frame prediction network for the videos in terms of the prediction of future images as output from several past images as inputs. As our technical contributions, several aspects of the network are improved, and the difference are summarized as follows.
The first difference is to use both RGB images and labeled leaf images as inputs, as provided in (Uchiyama et al., 2017) . The labeled leaf images are greatly helpful to extract plant traits, and also more useful than RGB images in terms of plant phenotyping. Because of this, we decided to utilize labeled leaf images in our network. Since there are features obtained from only RGB images such as color or curvature, our proposed network takes both RGB and labeled images as inputs and outputs.
The second difference is that the interval between frames is longer than other frame prediction tasks. Normally, the time interval between typical video frames is less than a few milliseconds. However, the interval between plant growth images is longer. For example, the interval is several hours between plant growth images, and the leaf movement is relatively large. Since the assumption that difference is infinitesimal is not satisfied in such a situation, methods based on optical flow (Liu et al., 2018) are not suitable. Instead of using optical flow, we propose a difference loss as a change constraint over frames. In addition, we propose a centroid loss as a constraint on the leaf movement directly. The details are explained in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
Encoder-decoder Network
Srivastava et al. predicted future frames with a LSTM encoder-decoder framework by learning video representation (Srivastava et al., 2015) . The encoderdecoder network allows to efficiently learn the representation of inputs domain . The encoder LSTM constructs the representation of the input from a sequence of frames, whereas the decoder LSTM reserves the representation and predicts future frames.
Encoder
The overview of the encoder is illustrated at the left side of Figure 2 . Before the encoding process, each input image is fed into convolutional layers. The encoder constructs the representation of inputs over time-steps. An input image runs through the encoder in each-time step one by one. In the final step, the encoder learns the representation of the past images in its cell. Then, this representation is fed to the decoder ConvLSTM cell, and the decoder predicts future images based on this representation. We do not utilize any outputs of the encoder to update network weights explicitly. Updating the encoder relies on backpropagation from the decoder.
Decoder
The overview of the decoder is illustrated at the right side of Figure 2 . The decoder LSTM predicts timeseries future images. The first frame prediction is generated based on the representation constructed by the encoder. In the first step, the last frame of inputs fed into the encoder is used as a first input frame to the decoder. Other than the first step, zeros are used as inputs of the decoder because the decoder predicts the next step using a recurred previous step output as an input of the next step. This recurred output does not represent outputs after the transposed convolution layer, but represent hidden layer outputs of ConvL-STM. In each time-step, the decoder predicts a next frame. Finally, convolutional layers and bilinear upsampling receives all predicted frames one by one. After this upsampling, we finally acquire the probability map of leaf labels at each pixel.
Using RGB and Labeled Leaf Images
In addition to RGB images, labeled leaf images are used as both inputs and outputs. As illustrated in Figure 1, a sequence of prediction Y is obtained as outputs of network from a sequence of input data X. In this process, we use multiple frames for both inputs and outputs. The number of the input frames and the number of the output frames can be different. In the following, X t denotes t-th frame of input data. X rgb denotes RGB images and X label denotes labeled leaf images. The same rule applies to Y . In our network, RGB images and labeled leaf images are concatenated along channel axis after feature extraction by respective convolutional layers. This is because features of RGB images and those of labeled leaf images should be different. It should be noted that this type of input concatenation is not always best.
The loss functions L to optimize similarity between prediction Y t and corresponding ground truth X t are defined by MSE and multi class cross entropy H(·) as follows.
Difference Loss
The loss functions described in Section3.2 deal with only similarity in a single frame. In other words, they do not consider sequential constraints. As an example of sequential constraints, Liu et al. used a loss function of optical flow as a constraint on motion (Liu et al., 2018) . However, as mentioned above, optical flow is not available in plant growth data due to large leaf movement. To add constraint of growth expressly, we propose a difference loss that optimizes the difference between Y t and Y t−1 . From the experiments, we found that this loss had a role to optimize expansion of leaves. The difference image of the t-th frame predictionD t and corresponding ground truth D t are defined as follows.
If there is no previous prediction Y label t−1 , X label t−1 is used instead of the prediction. The difference loss L di f f is defined as follows.
Centroid Loss
In addition to the difference loss as a constraint of leaf appearance, we propose to use the centroid loss. This is designed as a constraint of leaf traits, which is specific for plant images. Whereas the difference loss has a role to optimize expansion of leaves, the centroid loss is has a role to optimize the movement of leaves. The centroid loss is defined by the centroid of leaves C t and predictedĈ t as follows.
We compute the centroid of leaves using image moments of labeled leaf images.
All Objective Loss
We concatenate all above described loss functions as a total objective loss. The objective loss is defined as follows.
We set weights of each loss λ rgb , λ label , λ di f f , λ cr as 1.0, 1.0, 2.0, 0.5 respectively.
EXPERIMENTS
As described in the previous section, we proposed two additional loss functions to put constraints on the change between frames in the plant growth prediction task. In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed loss functions for the plant growth prediction by using KOMATSUNA dataset (Uchiyama et al., 2017) . As a quantitative evaluation score, we use the weighted coverage score (Hoiem et al., 2011; Silberman et al., 2014) between a predicted plant image result and its ground truth. The detail of the weighted coverage score is described in Section 4.3. Also, we visualized prediction of grown plant appearances as a qualitative evaluation.
Dataset
We used the KOMASTUNA dataset for evaluating our proposed network because leaf labeling over sequence was carefully performed. This dataset contains 5 plants (Komatsuna) sequential data. Each plant data consists of 60 frames captured every 4 hours from 3 viewpoints. In the experiments, we used labeled leaf images in addition to RGB images because we assume that leaf segmentation is done beforehand (Ren and Zemel, 2017; Long et al., 2015; Sakurai et al., 2018a; Li et al., 2016) and its result is used for the plant growth prediction. The same label is assigned to each leaf through both all the frames and all the viewpoint. This label corresponds to the order of new leaves. In the dataset, the max leaf label is 8.
For the experiments, we split the data into a training dataset and a test one. We used four plant data for the training and the rest (one plant) for the testing. We used 128 × 128 image resolution, and augmented the data with 90, 180 and 270 degrees rotations.
Training Conditions

Overall Settings
The training dataset has 60 frames. In the experiments, we split 8 frames from the training dataset as randomly-selected inputs in each iteration for training the network. This means that it was set that N = 7 and M = 8 in Figure 1 . The time of capturing 8 frames corresponds to 32 hours. However, we did not use last 8 frames as inputs for the training. If last 8 frames are contained inputs, ground truth corresponding the prediction does not exist. In total, we had 45 sequence of inputs in each dataset. 45 is calculated by excluding last 8 frames and first 7 frames for convenience of indices of frames.
In the training process, we applied dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014; Gal and Ghahramani, 2016) to the ConvLSTM. The dropout rate was set to 0.5. We used ReLU (Nair and Hinton, 2010) as an activation function in the prediction network excluding the ConvLSTM. The activation function of the Con-vLSTM was hyperbolic tangent (tanh). We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) based optimization with the learning rate α = 0.0001,β1 = 0.5, and β2 = 0.99. This training optimization was iterated 100000 times by using random 8 batches in each iteration.
Network Details
In this section, we explain the detail of the parameters in the network in Table 1 . Conv2D means convolutional layers with 2D filters. Stack means the concatenation of each image along the sequential axis, and unstack means splitting along the sequential axis.
Weighted Coverage Score
As described before, we used labeled leaf images for the evaluation. Thus, the quantitative evaluation was performed for the predictions of labeled leaf images. To evaluate predictions, we employ the weighted coverage score as an evaluation metric. The weighted coverage score is computed from the overlap rate between predictions and ground truth, and the rate is weighted by the area (the number of pixels) of ground truth. The weighted coverage score (WCS) is defined as follows.
|X i | denotes the number of pixels of ground truth and Overlap(·) means intersection over union (IoU) of between inputs. 
Results
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed difference loss and centroid loss for the plant growth prediction, we compared results of the experiment with or without each loss function. We had four conditions.
1. No Additional : without both difference loss and centroid loss 2. Difference : with difference loss and without centroid loss 3. Centroid : without difference loss and with centroid loss 4. Difference+Centroid : with both difference loss and centroid loss
Quantitative Results
We compared the weighted coverage scores of all the results of each condition described in Table 2 . The leaf labels in KOMATSUNA dataset included 1 to 8 excluding background. However, the number of training data including 8 labeled leaves is few and the score is 0 in all conditions. Thus we excluded the score of leaf8 from this table and the following results. Table 2 shows the coverage score with the additional loss function tended to decrease for leaves of the earlier stage but increase for leaves of the later stage.
In the earlier stage, leaves were small and shew little change between frames. On the other hand, in the later stage, leaves were large and shew great change between frames. In terms of the purpose to optimize the change for the plant growth prediction, the effectiveness of proposed loss functions were shown. Although We could see that difference loss was more effective than centroid loss, uniting difference loss with centroid loss showed the best score in many leaves containing mean coverage score. Figure 3 shows the prediction of labeled leaf images Y label in each condition and its ground truth X label . Figure 4 shows the rgb images Y rgb and X rgb . We can see the prediction error in yellow leaves in results of No Additional. Such type of error disappeared by adding proposed loss. This shows proposed loss improved the visual quality of prediction. Indeed, results employed both loss function were more consistent than any other results. In prediction of RGB images, shape of leaves roughly same with corresponding labeled leaf images but all results are blurred. To improve the sharpness of rgb images, other strategy was required. 
Qualitative Results
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the plant growth prediction network inspired by the future frame prediction and loss functions to optimize change of leaves between frames. We compared several conditions with/without proposed loss functions and evaluated results by the weighted coverage score of each leaf as the quantitative evaluation and the predicted appearance as the qualitative evaluation. Uniting both difference loss and centroid loss showed higher performance than the condition with no additional loss and gave the effectiveness to constrain the change of leaves.
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